Abstract. In this paper we present a test bed for multi-agent control systems in road traffic management. In literature no consensus exists about the best configuration of the traffic managing multi-agent system and how the activities of the agents that comprise the multi-agent system should be coordinated. The system should be capable of managing different levels of complexity, a diversity of policy goals, and different forms of traffic problems. The test bed aids in-depth research in this field, which we demonstrate by means of two example scenarios we have implemented.
Introduction
Throughout the world, traffic congestion forms a daily recurring problem. In many countries, more and more instruments are deployed to stimulate a smooth and safe flow of traffic on highways and urban road networks. Examples are ramp metering installations, which are used to regulate the inflow of traffic at on-ramps, variable message signs, which are amongst others used to inform road users about the current road conditions ahead or to present them with the current speed limit, and traffic signal installations, used to control traffic at intersections. Research is being conducted in the field of automatic coordination of these dynamic traffic management instruments. In [3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 22, 23] it is argued that the communication capabilities of multi-agent systems can be used to accomplish this coordination.
No consensus exists about the best configuration of the traffic managing multi-agent system. The system should be capable of managing different levels of complexity, a diversity of policy goals, and different forms of traffic problems.
To be able to experiment with different strategies for the application of multiagent systems for dynamic traffic management and to examine their applicability we need a test bed. Such a test bed facilitates the development of multi-agent
Research funded by the TNO spearhead program "Sustainable Mobility Intelligent Transport Systems (SUMMITS)" and the TU Delft spearhead program "Mobility of People and Transportation of Goods (TRM)". systems for dynamic traffic management. The main requirements of the test bed are, that 1. The multi-agent traffic management system can be configured easily. 2. The business logic of traffic engineers can be easily implemented, if possible by the traffic engineers themselves. 3. The multi-agent traffic management system can be evaluated in a realistic simulated traffic environment. 4. The multi-agent traffic management system can be easily transfered to a real-world application This paper presents a test bed that satisfies the above requirements, and is organized as follows. In Section 2 an overview is given of current, different approaches to decentralized traffic control. The test bed is described in Section 3. Two example scenarios are also described in Section 4, which are meant to demonstrate the flexibility of the test bed in configuring a multi-agent system. We conclude this paper in Section 5 with our future research.
For clarity, a distinction can be made between vehicle-oriented and measureoriented traffic control:
1. Vehicle-oriented traffic control focuses on controlling traffic through vehiclebased (internal) signals, like advanced driver assistance systems. 2. Road-oriented traffic control focuses on controlling traffic through roadsidebased (external) measures at fixed locations, like traffic signals and variable message signs. This paper focuses on this form of control.
Decentralized Traffic Control Concepts
In literature many examples exist where the answer to the dynamic traffic control problem is sought in the form of a traffic control center that monitors the traffic network and performs a global, or network-wide, optimization to set up new parameters for its local controllers. Much of this past work has focused on centralized, and typically predictive, control. Although this approach is very appealing it just is not always possible to do this efficiently and effectively. Therefore, a partial solution to network-wide traffic control is sought in problem distribution or decentralization. This section discusses the different approaches taken to traffic controller coordination in decentralized control in literature. We look at hierarchical controller coordination, inter-controller coordination and intracontroller coordination.
Hierarchical Controller Coordination
In order to maintain a network manager's overall control objective, given that part of this control is delegated to local controllers, many authors make use of a hierarchical structure in which higher-level agents are able to monitor lower level agents and are able to intervene when necessary. An example of such a structure is given in Fig. 1 . In the TRYS model developed by Hernández, Cuena and Molina [10] so-called 'problem areas' are defined in a particular traffic situation. Each problem area has an agent assigned to it. The agents formulate actions to be performed and propose them to a 'coordinator', who makes a final decision in case of conflicting plans. Choy, Cheu, Srinivasan and Logi [3] introduce middle-level zone controller agents and highest-level region controller agents to coordinate the actions of the intersection controller agents that are present at the lowest level. In both approaches their is no communication between agents at the same level. In [3] France and Ghorbani use only two hierarchical levels, the lower level consisting of local traffic agents and a higher level consisting of coordinator traffic agents.
Inter-Controller Coordination
Many applications of intelligent agents in dynamic traffic control aim to make the local controllers more intelligent. The added intelligence aims to make the local controller more susceptible to the interest of the network as a whole. In principle, a local controller works on the basis of local information and can therefore perform only local optimization. In literature many different approaches are taken to overcome this shortcoming.
The most common approach is to share information among controllers. Another approach is to make the road-infrastructure responsible for controller-coordination. It is after all in the interest of the road segment that connects two intersections that the control actions at these intersections are coordinated. This is the approach we take in [22] .
In most cases information is only shared upstream. In fewer cases [6, 7, 14] this information is also shared downstream. The sharing of information can be done on the level of:
• operational information (often raw detector data),
• tactical information (processed, derived data), and • strategic information (expert advice).
Intra-Controller Coordination
The task of controlling a single, isolated intersection is often perceived to be one, undividable, centralized control problem, but numerous examples exist in which the control of a single intersection is stated as the result of a negotiation process between multiple intelligent agents, each having their own control objective. These agents can either represent the individual signal groups [11, 12] , phases [23] or the arms of the intersection as shown in Fig. 2 . To date, no literature can be found that compares the merits and downsides of each of the chosen approaches to traffic controller coordination. The test bed will enable us to make this comparison.
Components of the Test Bed
In traffic control, two processes can be distinguished. First of all, there is the traffic process. This process can be observed by means of monitoring equipment (e.g. induction loop detectors and floating-car data) and influenced by traffic control instruments (e.g. variable message signs, ramp metering installations, and traffic signals), which form the working material for the traffic control process. The second process, namely the control process, is, in the case of our test bed, comprised of multiple interacting intelligent agents.
This section discusses how the test bed is set up. The test bed consists of an interaction model, intelligence models, and a world model. These models are presented in the next subsections. For a more detailed discussion of the material, we refer to [19] .
Interaction Model
The interaction model is used to model the interactions between the agents. All communications in our test bed conform to the specifications as set by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [8] , an approach also taken in [2] for a video-based traffic monitoring system. The core message of FIPA is that through a combination of speech acts, predicate logic and public ontologies, standard ways can be offered of interpreting communication between agents in a way that respects the intended meaning of the communication. Ontologies provide the vocabulary for representing and communicating knowledge about a topic and a set of relationships and properties that hold for the entities denoted by that vocabulary.
The FIPA standards require that each agent publishes the services it provides to a Directory Facilitator. This Directory Facilitator is a component of the multiagent system that provides a yellow-pages directory service to agents. At least one directory facilitator must be present in the multi-agent system. The presence of a directory facilitator enables a dynamic configuration of the agent system. This way the location of a service an agent needs for its own operation does not have to be hard coded in the agent, but can be found at run-time though means of the Directory Facilitator.
FIPA's standard interaction protocols and communicative acts are currently sufficient for our purposes. Examples of these are the subscription interaction protocol ( Fig. 3(a) ), iterated contract net interaction protocol( Fig. 3(b) ) (for negotiations), the propose interaction protocol and the request interaction protocol, all of which we need for our cooperating traffic agents. For this we rely on the JADE agent development environment [1] .
Currently there is no ontology available at FIPA that relates to the domain of traffic control. Our aim is to construct a broadly applicable ontology for traffic control through our use of the test bed for different cooperative traffic control problems.
Intelligence Model
The intelligence models are used to model an agent's intelligence. A fundamental decision in defining a problem is deciding how to model it. Sometimes experience is available to aid in choosing the best paradigm. Often a paradigm is selected on the basis of the applicant's familiarity with it. This is why conventional programming paradigms are often considered first. The test bed we have designed allows programming the intelligence model using a conventional programming paradigm using the C(++) and Java languages, but is not limited to these languages. The dynamic traffic management domain has always been open to unconventional approaches from the field of artificial intelligence, including evolutionary algorithms, knowledge-based systems, neural networks and multi-agent systems [5, 13, 15, 17, 18, 24] .
Currently the test bed supports the following approaches:
1. Rule-based inference For our test bed we developed a generic rule-based agent using JESS, a rule-based reasoning engine [9] . Incoming messages are converted to facts and asserted into its working memory. Derived facts describing messages to be sent are translated into corresponding FIPA messages, after which JADE takes care of their delivery. The rule-based agent is typically used to program the expertise of a human expert and is as such an ideal prototyping and training tool for traffic managers [21] . Decision rules in an expert
Business rule
If there is a route named ?route that has an alternative named ?route-alt for which the quality of traffic flow is higher Then direct traffic from the former route to the latter route using the following message .... 
JESS rule

. Bayesian inference
For our test bed we have developed a generic Bayes agent using JavaBayes, a set of tools for the creation and manipulation of Bayesian networks [4] . Bayesian inference is an approach to statistics in which all forms of uncertainty are expressed in terms of probability. Traffic control is guided by uncertainties, namely uncertainties regarding the current traffic state (due to limits in the amount and quality of the available monitoring data), uncertainties regarding the progression of the current traffic state (due to limits in traffic forecasting models), and uncertainties about the effects of a control action on traffic flow. Bayes' law describes how events from the past influence the probability of those events that are still about to happen (or not). Because the theorem explicitly describes the relation between events, causality and their context, it is an excellent mathematical foundation for automated traffic control [20] . Incoming messages are converted and assigned to variables in the network. The set of variables that has assigned values is called evidence. The resulting expectations corresponding to messages to be sent are translated into corresponding FIPA messages, after which JADE takes care of their delivery.
Virtual World
We use the microscopic traffic simulation package Paramics developed by Quadstone [16] as our traffic model. Fig. 4 contains a screen-shot of the model. Paramics simulates traffic at the level of individual vehicles. Our prime motivation for choosing for Paramics for our test bed is that it can be programmatically extended through an application programming interface. The application programming interface allows the agent-controllers to retrieve information from and to enter control actions into the simulation environment. Paramics was one of the first models providing this capability. The test bed can however easily be modified to also use other traffic models that provide a suitable application programming interface. Traffic simulation models often employ a fixed-time step based method to simulation. Paramics is no exception. It is possible to retrieve detector data and modify the actuators in-between these time steps, which is shown schematically in Fig. 5 . The agents in a multi-agent system in contrast operate in continuous time. In order to bridge this gap, the Paramics-World Interaction Agent stores the request and subscriptions from other agents until it is time to continue to the next time step. The decision to go to the next time step depends on the type of synchronization one wishes to apply. Since the traffic system is simulated using a single simulation process, there is only one agent that handles all outside world requests and subscriptions. In the real world each detector and actuator could in principle be represented in the multi-agent system by a specific agent. This is however a theoretical deployment scenario, which will be difficult to attain in practice. Traffic control centers are often equipped with different control applications, each representing a group of detectors or actuators from one manufacturer. A more realistic deployment scenario is that these applications are retrofitted with an agent wrapper.
Simulation is used to test various real-world application scenarios for multiagent systems. In order to test whether the configured multi-agent system will function under real-time conditions synchronization can be performed by slowing down the simulation such that simulation time equals wall-clock time. However, the test bed will typically be used to test the performance of a configured multi-agent system with regard to traffic flow. In that case it is required that the multi-agent system gets sufficient time to formulate the control actions and that the simulations are repeatable. In order to guarantee that the multi-agent system is given sufficient time to formulate the control actions, it has to be determined when the agents in the multi-agent system have finished formulating their control actions. This is done using a special purpose agent, that when present, requires an agent to report when it wants to change its state from busy to idle. This special purpose agent is named MAI, short for Maintainer of Agent Information. When all agents have reported to be idle, and thus all information on the basis of which control actions can be formulated has been processed by the multi-agent system, is the simulation allowed to continue.
The FIPA propose interaction protocol is used to convey an intended state change from an agent to the maintainer of agent information. This protocol mandates that proposals are explicitly accepted or refused. In this case the latter will never be the case. The explicit acceptation is needed since there is no way to guarantee that messages from the agents informing about an intended state change arrive in the order they are sent. Without explicit acceptation the simulation can sometimes be allowed to continue before the agents are done formulating their control actions. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6(a) . In this figure an initiator initiates a conversation (message 2) with a participant which has previously registered itself as being idle (message 1). In order to participate in the conversation, the participant has to register itself as being busy (message 3). If this message is delayed it is possible that the message arrives at the maintainer of agent information at a moment when the initiated conversation has already ended (message 4) and the initiator's has registered itself as being idle (message 5). In this case the simulation is allowed to continue while the participant might still be busy formulating its control actions. Fig. 6(b) shows the same communication trace where each intended state change is explicitly accepted. In this case it is guaranteed that the simulation continues only when all agents are done formulating their control actions.
When agents are mandated by the maintainer of agent information to communicate intended state changes, all agents operate following the higher level state chart as shown in Fig. 7 . In this figure the busy state is a composite state which encompasses the regular state charts of the agent when it is operating in unsynchronized mode. When an agent intends to change state from idle to busy or vice versa it communicates this intent to the maintainer of agent information though means of a propose-message. When the propose-message is sent, the agent enters an intermediate pre-idle or pre-busy state. The agent remains in this intermediate state until it receives an accept-proposal message from the maintainer of agent information in reply to the proposed state change. Only then is the agent allowed to change its state to either the busy or the idle state.
Application Scenarios
From the perspective of the multi-agent system developer, the following three phases can be distinguished:
1. Configuration phase. The user creates the traffic situation to be simulated and the interacting multi-agent system. 2. Simulation phase. The simulation is started, simulation data is collected and control actions are derived and communicated by the multi-agent system. 3. Analysis phase. The simulation data is analyzed using the tools provided for this purpose by the traffic simulation model.
A special XML file lists the agents that make up the multi-agent system. Adding an agent is done by adding a line containing its name and the location of the agent-specific knowledge. The next step is to actually construct the JESS files containing the knowledge. When the simulation is started, the XML file is parsed, the listed agents are created in JADE, and they are provided with the corresponding agent-specific knowledge.
To demonstrate the flexibility of the test bed in configuring a multi-agent system, we implemented two alternative multi-agent system configurations for the two examples of [22] describing:
1. The coordination of traffic management instruments on a freeway corridor, and 2. The coordination of traffic management instruments in a network.
For both examples traffic control was at first delegated to agents representing each part of the road infrastructure. In this configuration information is exchanged between agents representing neighboring infrastructure elements. From a functional perspective it seems natural to have the agents directly represent the road infrastructure. However, from a more practical perspective it is more natural to have the agents represent the traffic control instruments present in the network, since the technical infrastructure for this kind of delegation is largely already there. We therefore subsequently converted the multi-agent traffic management system into a system in which traffic control was delegated to agents representing the traffic control instruments. In that case information is exchanged between traffic control instruments that are in relative close proximity of one another.
The directory facilitator in combination with the XML file allowed us to easily configure the infrastructure-based and controller-based agent implementations once the agent-intelligence was defined. The files containing the agents' knowledge were assigned to different agents depending on the configuration chosen. The agents' knowledge itself could remain unchanged. The ease with which the two agent configurations were configured, showed that the system enables users to create and experiment with different multi-agent control structures for dynamic traffic management. The two alternative multi-agent configurations for each of the two examples of [22] are described below.
Scenario 1: Coordination on a Freeway
To alleviate traffic congestion due to recurrent congestion, ramp metering has been applied throughout the world. Ramp metering aims to limit the number of vehicles entering the freeway so that freeway flow in the ramp metering installation's area of influence can be maintained at the desired quality level. Excess demand is forced to wait at the entrance ramp. The intention of ramp metering is, therefore, to maintain uninterrupted, non-congested flow on the freeway as long as possible by transferring delay from the freeway to the entrance ramp.
In Fig. 8(a) a corridor is represented. In this representation traffic drives from the left side of the picture to the right side. Traffic enters the freeway represented in the figure from the freeway upstream (left of the picture) and the three on-ramps (numbered 1, 2 and 3). Each on-ramp is metered by a ramp metering installation. Each ramp metering installation acts upon the information it receives from the measurement loops directly up-or downstream of the on-ramp (depending on the chosen implementation). As such, no matter what the objective of a ramp metering installation may be, it will always be local.
Coordinated ramp metering refers to the application of ramp control to a series of ramps where the interdependency of ramp operations is taken into account. The primary objective of integrated ramp control is to prevent or reduce the occurrence of congestion on a longer stretch of freeway. Therefore, the control of each ramp is based on the demand-capacity considerations for the whole stretch rather than on the demand-capacity constraint at each individual ramp. Whenever traffic demand on the freeway near on-ramp 3 approaches the capacity of the road in the bottleneck, the ramp-metering installation at on-ramp 3 will maximally delay traffic on the on-ramp. In case traffic demand on the freeway near on-ramp 3 amply exceeds the capacity of the road in the bottleneck then a queue will start forming. This queue will rapidly build up to on-ramp 2. As soon as this happens the metering installation will want to maximally delay traffic on its on-ramp. Too late, since the queue has already formed and has probably reached on-ramp 1. The situation illustrated above could have been delayed as long as possible or could have been prevented altogether when the actions of the ramp-metering installations would have been coordinated.
As soon as the ramp-metering installation at on-ramp 3 notices that the traffic demand on the freeway near on-ramp 3 is going to approach the capacity of the road in the bottleneck, it could have called upon the ramp-metering installation at on-ramp 2. The ramp-metering installation at on-ramp 3 can have a pretty good idea of how much traffic is going to arrive based upon the information it can get from the ramp-metering installations upstream and it's own experience. Instead of waiting for the problem to occur (the queue forming at the bottleneck) the problem can thus be pro-actively combated.Whenever a ramp-metering installation calls upon a ramp-metering installation upstream, the ramp-metering installation that is called upon can try to meet this request as good as it can. If it fails to fully meet the request it can then itself call upon a ramp-metering installation further upstream.
Although the example above is certainly an improvement compared to the example without co-ordination it still isn't exactly ideal. Traffic that wants to enter the freeway using on-ramp 3 for example is put at a disadvantage compared to the traffic that wants to enter the freeway using on-ramp 2. Traffic that wants to enter the freeway using an on-ramp further upstream is generally put at a disadvantage in this example.By allowing the individual ramp-metering installations to negotiate about how much traffic they plan to let through, they can also take care that the delay imposed at the traffic at the on-ramps is evenly distributed.
Using the test bed, we have developed a multi-agent system, capable of communicating about the required amount of metering. As a result of this communication, the ramp metering installations are better aware of future congestion. In this way, they can react in advance and solve the congestion in a more timely way, resulting in a 5 percent improvement in freeway travel time [19] .
In the agent implementation of Fig. 8(b) traffic control is delegated to the infrastructure. Information is exchanged between neighboring infrastructure agents. Another, and more practical way of delegation is to delegate traffic control to the ramp-metering installations (the control instruments) as shown in Fig. 8(c) . In that case information is exchanged between the ramp-metering controller agents. The arrows indicate the communication possibilities of each agent. In this way the knowledge about the current traffic situation propagates upstream through the network.
Scenario 2: Coordination on a Network
Variable Message Signs (VMS) are programmable traffic control devices that display messages composed of letters, symbols or both. They are used to provide information about changing conditions in order to improve operations, reduce accidents, and inform travelers. They may advise or urge drivers to change travel speed, change lanes, divert to a different route, or simply to be aware of a change in current or future traffic conditions.
A VMS system can directly benefit:
• Routing choice, saving vehicle traveled miles and hours, and
The objective of a VMS depends on the application, for this example we'll focus on the application of a VMS for route guidance.
In Fig. 9 (a), a small freeway network is represented. The example given below focuses on the traffic that travels from the left side to the right side of the picture. The main arteries (the arteries denoted with the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 5) are drawn fatter than the regular arteries (artery number 4). Traffic enters the network by means of a main artery (1) and a regular artery (4). Main artery 1 branches off into main arteries 2 and 3. Road users are informed just before this branching point about the traffic conditions on both branches by means of a VMS. A rampmetering installation meters the traffic that wants to enter the main artery (5) using the regular artery (4).
In case a queue starts forming caused on freeway 5 the ramp-metering installation will only start metering when the end of the queue approaches the junction of arteries 3,4, and 5. This will somewhat slow down the growth of the queue on main artery 3. The road user will be informed by the VMS at the junction of arteries 1, 2, and 3 about the worsening traffic conditions at main artery 3. This will slow down the growth of the queue even more. When the end of the queue reaches the junction of arteries 1,2, and 3, traffic will be faced with the consequences of the incident that took place on freeway 5 that never planned to take a route including freeway 5 in the first place. The queue will then start to grow rapidly since road users wanting to follow freeway 2 will be blocked passage by road users wanting to follow freeway 3.
Using the test bed, we have developed a multi-agent system, capable of coordinating the actions of the ramp-metering installation and the VMS. As a result of this coordination, we were able to further delay the situation illustrated above and even prevent the situation from occurring altogether. As soon as the density of traffic on the main artery near the ramp-metering installation approaches a level that entails that traffic entering the main artery from artery 4 will have to be significantly delayed, the ramp-metering installation calls upon the VMS to start rerouting traffic via freeway 2. By combining the efforts of both the ramp-metering installation and the VMS the growth of the queue can be delayed significantly. By delaying the growth of the queue it will take longer for the end of the queue to reach the junction of arteries 1,2, and 3. The queue might even dissolve before it reaches the junction. This way, road users that want to follow freeway 2 can do so as long as possible without being blocked passage.
In the agent implementation of Fig. 9 (b) traffic control is delegated to the infrastructure. Information is exchanged between neighboring infrastructure agents. Another, and more practical way of delegation is to delegate traffic control to the traffic control instruments as shown in Fig. 9(c) . In that case information is exchanged between the ramp-metering controller agents. The arrows indicate the communication possibilities of each agent. In this way the knowledge about the current traffic situation propagates upstream through the network.
Conclusions and Future Research
Our contribution to the research in the road-traffic management domain is the development of a software environment for rapid development of multi-agent control systems. In this paper a test bed for agent-based road traffic management is presented. The organization of the software is discussed, as well as the role of rule-based and Bayesian reasoning. The implementation of two multi-agent systems with the test bed is described. The implementations show that multi-agent systems can be created easily.
The presented test bed will be of great value for developments in traffic management. The developed system still has opportunities for further extension. A graphical user interface can be developed in which agents can be created and the multi-agent system can be configured with only a few mouse clicks. This would further accelerate the implementation of the desired multi-agent system. Extending the number of available intelligence models could be another improvement.
With the test bed, a tool has been developed to study the possibilities of applying multi-agent systems in dynamic traffic management. It is a starting point for our further research in decentralized traffic control. E.g. the different decentralized control concepts described in Section 2 can be implemented using the test bed. Another line of research regards the scalability properties of multi-agent based decentralized control versus centralized control. 
